Comparison of Loading Efficiency between Hyperbranched Polymers and Cross-Linked Nanogels at Various Branching Densities.
The effect of branching point structures and densities is studied between azido-containing hyperbranched polymers and cross-linked nanogels on their loading efficiency of alkynyl-containing dendron molecules. Hyperbranched polymers that contained "T"-shaped branching linkage from which three chains radiated out and cross-linked nanogels that contained "X"-shaped branching linkage with four radiating chains are synthesized in microemulsion using either atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) or conventional radical polymerization (RP) technique. Both polymers have similar density of azido groups in the structure and exhibit similar hydrodynamic diameter in latexes before purification. Subsequent copper-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition reactions between these polymers and alkynyl-containing dendrons in various sizes (G1-G3) demonstrate an order of dendron loading efficiencies (i.e., final conversion of alkynyl-containing dendron) as hyperbranched polymers > nanogels synthesized by ATRP > nanogels synthesized by RP. Decreasing the branching density or using smaller dendron molecules increases the click efficiency of both polymers. When G2 dendrons with a molecular weight of 627 Da are used to click with the hyperbranched polymers composed of 100% inimer, a maximum loading efficiency of G2 in the loaded hyperbranched polymer is 58% of G2 by weight. These results represent the first comparison between hyperbranched polymers and cross-linked nanogels to explore the effect of branching structures on their loading efficiencies.